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In the Name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

Salaamun Alaikum wa rahmatullah 

 

The Preface of Behaar al-Anwaar – the Islamic 

encyclopaedia penned by the great and 

unmatched Shiite scholar Allamah Muhammad 

Baqer Majlisi (r.a.) – has been translated in order 

to refute the decades old allegation that Allamah 

Majlisi (r.a.) has claimed in Behaar al-Anwaar 

that he has collected pebbles along with stones 

and that it is for the reader to discern the truth 

from falsehood and sieve the true traditions from 

the false ones. Undoubtedly, this is the greatest 

disservice rendered to one of the greatest 

scholars produced by the Shiites, by the Shiites 

themselves. Please go through the preface 

thoroughly and see what the Allamah (r.a.) has 

actually said about this book. 
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It should be noted that while we never claim that 

all the traditions in Behaar al-Anwaar are 

authentic (as we Shiites don’t entertain the 

concept of a Saheeh amongst us because in the 

occultation of Imam-e-Zamaan (a.t.f.s.), the only 

Saheeh book is the Holy Quran), nevertheless to 

make such an assertion about the revered 

Allamah (r.a.) is nothing short of an accusation. 

Hence, it is the duty of every scholar who has 

benefited at some point of his life with the 

writings of Allamah (r.a.) like Behaar al-Anwaar, 

Hayaat al-Quloob, Mir’aat al-Oqool, Haqq al-

Yaqeen, etc. to refute such baseless allegations 

that either manifest ignorance or stink of 

jealousy. We are sure, and are making this 

assertion on the basis of experiences and 

interactions, most of those who make such 

accusations have never ever read the preface of 

Behaar al-Anwaar themselves. They make such 

loose statements only on the basis of unfounded 

information and hearsay. Our only request to 

such people is to be careful in making such 

pronouncements as these may prove to be 
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much-needed fodder for the enemies to attack 

us Shiites and our scholars.   

May Allah the High hasten the reappearance of 

our beloved master Imam-e-Zamaan (a.t.f.s.) so 

that the true, pure and unadulterated teachings 

of the Ahle Bait (a.s.) are manifested for all. 

Aameen!  

 

Dr. Shabeeb Rizvi 
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In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the 

Merciful 
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All Praise is for Allah Who thickened the sky of 

knowledge, adorned it with constellations for the 

viewers and hung on them lamps of lights with 

the suns of Prophethood and moons of Imamat 

for the one who intends to tread the path of 

certainty. He made its stars as stones to repel the 

whispers of the devils. He protected it 

(knowledge) through the shinning meteors from 

the doubts of the deviated. Then He made its 

night dark with the deviations of mischief.
1
 And 

with the illuminating arguments he brought out 

its light. He prepared the grounds of the hearts 

of the believers for gardens of the blessed 

wisdoms and then flattened them. He readied 

                                                   

1  Surah Naazeaat (79): Verse 29 
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them for the flowers of the secrets of the Divine 

Knowledge. Then He brought forth from it its 

water and its pasturage. He protected it from the 

quakes of doubts and imaginations. Then He 

lodged in it contentment like a mountain which 

He has firmly entrenched. So, we thank Him for 

His innumerable bounties, acknowledging our 

helplessness and shortcomings. We seek 

guidance from Him for the guidance of our 

affairs, easy as well as difficult. 

 �m�7��� ��1 (0��? ]� ���? % f��� 
� %� ]�� % mH ��-.�
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 ]�)59&� �sj+"� f�*@ ]��� ]��1 
� ep ��t ]o��� ]L&H
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 &��5559H �55�@0�H� �]55j�C@ &�)55.H �55$ 
� ��7�N�V�55!.%�

 �]5555���� �J�5555�H� �]5555j	& m0�5555!$ �5555��!�� �]5555j�S�

 �:�i)�555�"� �555S� �555� �]555j��� }555�~ e5551 �J&�555jN��

�7j59�� :��59���� �59& �5��� �:�)��"� ���0�  ��5!��
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�55!��H �55���1 &��559W�� �:����55��� e551١  a m�55R�!�� &�55�

 a #55�S�� &�55�H :�55� ���55<R &�55F$W�� �3�$�55"� P)55�'

 :�)�55`�� �55$�0 �55$ ���55�1 
� :�)�55`R �3�')55"� &��55p

 #55!�&� ���55�1 ��55����� � �:�55�)B"� /�55`c �� #��559� ���55�1

0 �55.�i �55$ ��o��551H e551 
� #55�!�� \:��&�55�� }55R�� :�55i&

 ���55�� ���551H e551 �55!���� \:�55�)7!�� �o��55-� (�55!$ ��55K��

\:�0�*!�� /<RH �$ (0��!$  
And we witness that there is no god except Allah, 

the One, there is no partner for Him, the 

testimony of knowledge, certainty, verification 

and faith. In this testimony, the heart precedes 

the tongue and the hidden is in harmony with 

the manifest. And that surely the leader of His 

                                                   

1
   \]�B$ }��H� ��<. ^ ��B�� }��  
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Prophets, the elite of His chosen ones and His 

light in His earth and sky, Hazrat Muhammad 

(s.a.w.a.) is His servant – the confidante, His 

Messenger – the chosen one, His beloved – the 

expected one and His proof upon the entire 

creation. And that surely the friend of Allah, the 

selected one, and his drawn out sword, His great 

news, His right path, His strong rope, His 

foundation, Ali Ibn Abi Talib (a.s.), is the leader of 

the vicegerents, the Imam of the creation – all of 

them, the intercessor of the Day of judgment and 

the mercy of Allah upon the worlds. And that 

surely his pure progeny, his emanate offspring 

and the good ones from his Ahle Bait, are the 

leaders of the nobles, the Imams of the creation, 

the lights of the darkness, the keys of speech, the 

crushing lions and the refuge of the creation. 

Allah has created them from the lights of His 

Greatness, bestowed on them the secrets of His 

Wisdom, made them the mines of His Mercy, 

assisted them with His Spirit and chose them 

upon all His creatures. For them the skies are 

raised, the earth is spread, the mountains are 
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fixed, the Throne (Arsh) is placed upon the skies. 

With the secrets of their knowledge, the fruits of 

cognition ripen in the hearts of the believers and 

through the pouring of their grace the rivers of 

wisdom flows in the hearts of the people of 

certainty. Then the blessings of Allah be upon 

them as long as these blessings upon are a 

medium for acquiring rewards and praise upon 

them is a means to raise the grades and curse of 

Allah upon their enemies till the levels of the Hell 

are readied for severest of chastisement. And 

cursing the enemies of religion is counted from 

amongst the most superior forms of worship. 

 �� /57j+"� �5�� �R�5��� ]5�& #5	& �� O57D�� Z)57�R ^ �5!� �$H
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 �� �)55�*�� e551 ��B55� �55$� 3�55`K"� ���55GH a :�55SDT�

 �55��R :�55`*T� �0�55!"� a �55��$ }55D�� �55��R �55�$WT � ��55�����

 Z%  mH ��5!T ]5$���� ]�<D� ��7�WR �0�?��� �� ���$ /p)�

}557�� % �55�!��١ 3551 �55$ �55NH ��� %� }���55�� �55@ �55!*. #�R�55p 

}555g�T % #555�S�� mH� �V�555�%��  )555��٢  �555$ �555N�T �555� ���

\V�.%� /'�!$� ����� ¡X$�).  
Thereafter, says the needy for the Mercy of his 

Forgiving Lord, the son of the one who has been 

transferred to the holy gardens - Muhammad 

Taqi
3
 (may Allah purify his grave), Muhammad 

Baqer (may Allah pardon them their sins and 

                                                   

1
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3  The father of Allamah Majlisi (r.a.) 
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gather them with their Imams (a.s.)): Know that 

O group of seekers of truth and certainty, those 

attached with the rope of following the Ahle Bait 

(a.s.), the Chief of the Messengers – peace of 

Allah be upon them all – Surely when I was in the 

prime of my youth, I was greedy for seeking 

different knowledge, enthusiastic to collect the 

lofty arts from different branches. Then by the 

Grace of Allah (Purified and High be He) I entered 

its ponds, reached its gardens, stumbled upon 

healthy as well as sick kinds (of knowledge) till I 

filled my cloak with different colours of fruits and 

my pocket contained different kinds of its 

excellences. I drank from every spring a 

quenching sip and I scooped from every 

threshing floor, both hands filled to the extent of 

needlessness. Then I looked at the fruits of these 

sciences and their aims; I pondered on the 

purposes of those who acquire these (sciences) 

and whatever encourages them to reach the 

pinnacle of these sciences. I reflected as to what 

from these will benefit in the Hereafter.  I 

contemplated in what from these will convey 
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towards guidance. Thus I was sure with His Grace 

and His inspiration that the purity of knowledge 

is not quenched except when it is taken from the 

pure fountain which flows from the fountains of 

revelation and inspiration. And that surely, 

wisdom will not be useful when it is not taken 

from the confidantes of religion and the refuges 

of the people. 

 /54�*�� ]5�TW� % ��5�� k5�k!�� 
� P�jh a ]�i ��!�� :��)R
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 �55�1 mH �55��1� �]55��)� #55~��T� ]55��!� �55.�kN 
� �55��!�

 ]5� £�� %� �37��� e1 ]4�*+j9�� 0�*!�� V;�H QD� % m¤�7��

� #�oH �$ ���� 
� ]*gj.� �$ %� ��jX� a Zk. ����� �����

 }5$ �]5�R ��5�@ �5$ �5.�$  �!�5L �5$ �hlR \3$%� _����

 a ¥!D�X9 ].H ���1 �$ e1 ��*'H� ��.�J0 a �o���� )J ].)h
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 �55@ ¦55KD�� :lN�55R \�.�55`@ a ��559�i ]55.)h }55$ ��0�55!$

 a :�5NH� �����1 
� V;9 &���%� ���J�F�� #�o%� &�*NH

 �5�F@H� ��5��@ §5K*�� P&�5j�� �5�R�H� �]57� �5��R �5C���

\]C� ���R 
Then I found the knowledge, all of it, in the Book 

of Allah - falsehood does not come to it from the 

front or from behind – and in the traditions of 

Ahle Bait (a.s.) – whom Allah has appointed as 

the treasurers of His knowledge and interpreters 

of His revelation. I was sure that the knowledge 

of Quran, the dreams of the people cannot be 

fulfilled of its derivation with certainty nor of 

encompassing it except whom Allah has chosen 

for this from the Imams of religion – those in 

whose house Hazrat Jibraeel (a.s.) descended. So, 

I abandoned in which I had wasted a 

considerable period of my life although it was 

prevalent in our times. I accepted whatever I 

knew that it will benefit me in my hereafter 
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although it was not saleable in our time. Then I 

chose to examine the traditions of the infallible, 

righteous Imams (a.s.), started exploring them 

and investigated them as was their right and I 

acquired its skill as was its due. 

 �o�N�5555� #.)K5555-$ �(�55556 #�XD55559 ���5555�� �55557� ��5555�!��

0�!����5�jXD�H� �:�١  �5�� �5@ #5�g�"� :�O���5� �5��k$ �5��R

 V;51H� �#K5L�� �5�'�4� �#5Ko% ���*59 �5�H&� �:%����

 �� 31���� :�)pH� �#@)R�$ ��S���$ e1 _;D��� #�����

 8)�5559 a ��555p�� �#@)�555�$ �555�gJ��$ a _�555g����  )555D��

 &�5J W� #5��k$ �(�5<N 2o��5�� �(�5<. ��5�& �� ��@&�)?

�55�1 /55i  �55'�4 �55� ��$ Q554 a :�55`�H� �#55�S� /55i &�55��
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 e1 �B@H ��R \#�©$� ��? /i �� #�p)$ �(&)�!$ #h)��$

\���pH ���R� %� #7�7ª �D�H ��� ��J)Dp ���R� %� #�S�  
I swear by my life, I found these traditions to be 

the ark of salvation, laden with the treasures of 

fortunes. I found these as a decorated sky with 

brilliant lights which save from the darkness of 

ignorance. I found their ways to be apparent 

and theirs paths to be clear. The signs of 

guidance and success on their paths were 

raised, the voices of the callers to success and 

salvation in their ways heard. I reached while 

walking on its ways to bright and green gardens 

or bright orchards decorated with the flowers of 

every science and fruits of all wisdom. I saw, 

while treading its stages, ways already tread 

and inhabited, conveying to every honour and 

position. Then I did not find any wisdom but 

that in it was its purity and I did not chance 

upon any reality but that its root was in it. 
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 Z)5p%� �5!*xT (&)�-"� #����j"� AjS��� #4��%� �!� �>

 T d�� (&)g�"� (�x!"� m�5$ %�� #5���Fj"� &�`@%� a �h�

 �H \Z;<�� #�oH� 3D��«"� 34;9 �;�x9% ^ �$� #�0��j"�

 \Z��S��� /<D�� 31�"� Z���� 3� #�4�*�� V)�!�� M���� ^

 ��j5?� �5= ���5Djh� ��5�� ���NW5j"� �$ #@�~ ���x1� #�7� ^ �H

���� /i �$ �?H� /�hH� �hH � }~H ��)S� \���$ \���$  
Then after encompassing the books which were 

prevalent, famous, I followed the reliable but 

forsaken principles - which were abandoned in 

the prolonged eras and extended times for the 

following reasons: (a) The domination of the 

enemy Kings and the deviated leaders, (b) The 

prevalence of false sciences amongst the 

ignorant who claimed to be knowledgeable and 

(c) Heedlessness of recent scholars towards it, 

being satisfied with whatever was famous from 

it – as they were  more complete, sufficing, 
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perfect and quenching than all of these (human 

sciences). 

 A�F�� a ¬H� ���X� ����G� 0;*�� �? a ���@ ZW9H �7DFR

��X�5L ]5� m�5i m�� �5�� �5$ �®X5? f�5�@ �5�H �5$ /5i z��١ \

 0;*5�� a �)��5L �m�)5N%� �5$ #5@�~ �5�� e51 ��1�9 �7��

 �55� �55BXB� �55*�4 &�55F'%�� Y�755p%� a �55J)*�4� �����55`Kj�

�5x!"� Z)5p%� �5$ O5Bh |& /<D� ���@ }�j�� m�5i d5�� (

 Y)555�& �555����� �#�555L�"� &�555`@%� a ��555��!�� Z)555!$ �555���1

 #5~ �5o�)R e51 #��j-$ ��jXD�WR �#����� m��7�� a /L�R%�

 e551 �55��R �55!�4�� �#55����j"� (&)�55-"� A55jS�� �55��@ �55�N

                                                   

1
     �$�  ;�¯  ��H /i  ]o�F@�  a  m�i  m��  �H  �/�«*��  ^ 3�<�� #9�D��  ^
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 �5�@ ���$ /i )�¯ m��Bh%� �l1� V���%� �$ OBh 8&��$

#55��� ���55*R ]55� ��55NW$ m)55S� mH ��55`�  �55�°��T a ��55��

\��K�7�T� ��7��+T� ��K�K`T�  
Then one day I began to seek the traditions in the 

East of the cities and their West; I requested in 

seeking from whomsoever I thought that they 

were in possession of these even if they were 

miserly. Indeed a group of brothers helped me in 

this venture, traveling in the cities for its 

acquisition. They sought it in areas, regions and 

countries a rapid search till most of the reliable 

principles were gathered near me by the Grace 

of my Lord – principles on which the scholars 

relied in the past eras and the learned referred 

unto them in centuries bygone. So, I found them 

comprising of abundant benefits which were 

devoid in the famous books in circulation. I 

scanned them for most of the references of the 

laws, majority of the people acknowledged that 

the books were devoid of original references. 
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Then I put all my efforts in its propagation, 

correction, arrangement and scrutiny. 

 �555��JH �555BhH :�555��� 0�555�D�� #555��� a m�555$k�� �555�H& �555"�

���o��١ @ }��T mH ��-N 0�?��� �� �0�� ��@ �� /��' ��

 ����� �Fj� mH �DN� �m��g��� m���+�� �$ ]��1 �.�i �$

 �55.�i �55�� }55$� �m�)55�� �J�55�� (�1�55�$ V�55!� ��j55-j��

 �0�5*x$ �P�)5�%� a �5'�Dj$ �5��$ �5`7$ /�� #7�!j"� &�*N%�

 #7�!j"� &�*N%� }�~ e1 &)B!�� ��% ��Xj� ���' �Z)`D�� a

5!�� ��5��$ �p�7"� �$ �`7= P�*59H �5�H m�5i �5<�H ��5J /

\��F*L a ,���� #*G& #�'� ���h�T  
When I saw the time in extreme corruption and 

people turning away from what would convey 
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them to guidance, I feared that whatever little is 

left (of religion) may be lost due to forgetfulness 

and abandonment; I was scared that these would 

be susceptible to being scattered due to non-

assistance from the treacherous times. 

Moreover, traditions related to each topic were 

scattered in different chapters and spread in 

various sections. Seldom can anyone come 

across all the traditions related to one topic in 

one place. Perhaps, this was also one of the 

reasons for leaving these traditions and the 

paucity of the inclination of the people in 

recording it. 

 �]555T)'� ]55�)ª #.�!j559%�� |& �555$ (&�«j559%� �55!� �55$k!R

%�� ��*XT�T� ���C.� ��D��WT e1 �]j	&� f���WT �$ 0���j9

#755�x$ P�55jh a ��55�!~�١  #4)*55<$ �P�)55�%�� Z)55`D��
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 ��!� �� A�g@ ±��WT� A��G V�C. e1 �A��F"�� �p�7"�

 :0&H �5�h 
� ��ª ��gR ����D�`$� V)7�� :�D��$ a ]�B$

'� :�5�$ �5$ )5R |& /<D� ��TH� ���R)�� ���H e1 :�5`

 #5557�!j"� :�55�²�� P�55� /55i :&�55`R \��55���� /55<RH e551

 �5��R ����D"� ³!� f�h� �´ �®X? �J�!� :0&�H �> m�)�!���

 ]5�$ P�5� /i  �� �' ].� �> \m��U��� O�Dj�� �� ���j�� m�

 }5$ ]5� 25�!j� ��5�� �k5�� ^ �H �]5.�)�!� 25�!j"� ��� V�µ ^ �$�

]55� 255��H �55N¤ }55L)$ a ]55$�µ 0��55�� V�557"� �� (&�55?%� ^ �H �

 Z)55`� #55��1& �V�557"� ���55� A55�.H ]55.)S� ]55�R &)h�55"�

 �55$ M�55j� �55$ �K55L�H� \V�55j��  �55°%� }55$ (0)55`7"� (�55o�D��

 Z)5FT ;®5�  �5°%� #5��� e51 ��5? m�5�U� ±5-S�� �� &�*N%�

 \P;5F�� e51 ]��5`c ��!�R �P�jS�� �g� �BS�� P�)�%�
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 y�55� a�� � ¥55��$H m� /55��k@ ]�55<R ��1�559� /55�%�  mH

 �5� d5�� �5p�7"� �5$ O5Bh e51 �)j� ;$�i ���? ]��1 AjhH

 y�% V;5555��� �5555��R }*555?�� �P�K5555p%� :�D�5555`$ a �555�)T

\P�*�%�  
After taking the opinion of my Lord,

1
 seeking 

assistance from His power and His strength and 

requesting help from His assistance and His 

Mercy, I decided to compile, arrange and 

accumulate them in a book organized in sections 

and chapters, recording the aims and the 

concepts, in an amazing arrangement and 

wonderful compilation the like of which was 

never undertaken before in the writings and 

compilations of the people. All Praise is for Allah, 

it came out as I intended in the best possible 

manner and by the Grace of my Lord, it turned 
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out to be better than the best of my expectations 

of what I had prepared and intended. So, I began 

each chapter with the related verses from the 

Holy Quran on the concerned topic; thereafter, I 

brought the views of some commentators on it if 

there was a need for commentary and 

explanation. Thus, each chapter possessed either 

all the traditions related to the topic or a part of 

it with the intention of bringing the entire 

traditions in another - but more befitting – place; 

or indicating to its aforementioned place for it 

being more appropriate in that place, so that the 

desired objective could be achieved with utmost 

brevity. I have explained those traditions which 

needed explanation in a manner most brief so 

that the chapters may not be prolonged and the 

volume of the book does not increase, thereby 

making its study difficult for the students. If 

death gives me respite and the Grace of my Lord 

helps me, I plan to write a comprehensive 

explanation comprising of most of the topics that 

were not found in the writing of the companions 

and that which will satiate the people of intellect. 
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o�)D�� �$� (OBh P�)�H� Ajh e1 ]���j?� ����jS� #D��F�� �

 
� m�)55L& ����K55pH �)55D��$ �55���H ��55o�)!�� #55~ ��55o�)D��

 �0�5!"�� Z�5!�� P�jSh ^ ���� %� ���jh �� ��0�D� ��R �����1

 P�55jh� �V;55��� ���55�1 #55�o%�� ��55�U.%� ¶�&�)55T £*55L�

 "�� �555p��!�� Z�)555�H e5551 /�j555-"� ���555!��� ���555��� �555���)

\]�R ������ e1 �· % �´ �JO��  
From the rare benefits for our book is that it 

comprises of chapters and sections which are 

very useful and have numerous benefits and 

which have been forsaken by the writers of our 

companions. Thus, they have not brought 

exclusive sections or chapters on these topics like 

‘Kitaab al-Adl wa al-Maad’, recording the history 

of the Prophets (a.s.) and the infallible Imams 

(a.s.), the Book of the sky and the universe 

comprising of the conditions of the elements, the 

kingdoms of nature, etc.; a fact not hidden from 
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the one who studies it carefully. 

 �)5�*'H �3�$�5"� #5�oH �%)5� 31�5"� ���5�� m�)N� �-!$ ��R

d�0W$ )¸١  �357���� m�1�%� ���W� �J��N� �31��$ f�J

 %� \3'0�55p m)@�5T �5��R �j5+h m� �357>�� �5�� �)S5��jR

���55�� �55$ �)55.)ST  ����)55�' a ¡X55� �55$ ��J�)RW55� m)55�)7�

 ���5�� �5$ %� ����)5�� ���5F$ ��$;i ���KR �$ �?l��

 ���;55L� �55���¹ ��)55J%� � Y�55*�� A55� ���)55�' a �)��55?�

�)D� �٢  }���5-�� ���5S�$ ]5jR�N  �5= #57�� /5�"� ]j��& �$

:�J)�=٣ \���)'H  
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Then O Brothers in religion, those who claim to 

be the Shiites of the Imams of the believers (a.s.)! 

Accept this banquet of mine fast, with total 

submission and certainty. Fasten unto it relying 

(on it), if you are truthful in your claim of being a 

Shiite. And do not be amongst those who say 

with their mouths what is not in their hearts, and 

from the meanings of their words arise the inner 

aspects of their thoughts and do not be from 

those who have been made to drink the love of 

innovation and carnal desires on account of their 

ignorance and deviation. Thus, they declare as 

counterfeit what the true religions propagate on 

account of the adornments of the deniers of 

religions with their adulterated sayings.  

 #55!$�� P�55jS� º ��)55N� �55S� z�55-� �55> �55S� z�55-� �55�R

�� ���� ]�B= &)J��� :WT �� ��o��D�� #D��4 ��p�7"� ����

 �&)5. ]5�.��� �5$ m����5��� �5� �� P)���� 2RH �$ }��4 �6�� º

 ]�*55? #D��55��� m�55$ %� a �55�!� �55� 2�D55? 2��55p� º ����5L�
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º]55.��RH )55�1 �55S�$ �55� 8�55�@ 8�55Dh º ���55R�� �'�55p1111 )55�� �

�5��@� �0�55�@� ��5�� ].�5`GH2222 ��5*�& �*55���  �55� �5$ �55�

].W55? #55!R�� �l55!�� %;55L� ;55�� ]55.��� (�;55�� º ��55���

 �5@ ]5o��G�� &��59%�� �5S��� V)5�!�� Y�)5.H e51 ]���j?%�

^ P�jS� ]jX� &�*N%� Ajh }�~  
Then glad tidings to you – then again glad 

tidings to you, O my brothers, for this book 

which is the collection of different topics and 

rare precious gems. Times have not brought 

anything like it in beauty and brightness! A 

rising star from the horizons of the unseen, 

viewers have not seen the like of it in light and 

brilliance! A compassionate friend the like of 

which was not undertaken in the past eras in 
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truthfulness and loyalty! Your blindness and 

deviation may suffice for you, O denier of the 

loftiness of its branches and the highness of its 

fundamentals, merely on account of jealousy, 

stubbornness and confusion! Your skepticism 

may suffice for you, O the one who did not 

acknowledge the elevation of its position and 

the sweetness of its narration due to ignorance, 

deviation and imbecility. 

As this book comprises of different types of 

sciences, wisdom and secrets and due to its 

needlessness of all other books of traditions, I 

have named this book as: 

�&��4%� #�o%� &�*NH &&�� #!$��� &�).%� &�ª�  
The Oceans of Lights – the encyclopaedia for the 

pearls of traditions of the infallible Imams (a.s.) 


